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Petroff 4x4 Matte Box

The Petroff 4x4 matte box is the result of 35 years of experience in the field.

The patented design is the only matte box on the market that can be reconfigured in minutes,

without the need for tools, in one, two or three stages matte box. All stages rotate  360°.

For easy transportation the flags fold and fit

into the envelop of the matte box, so that there

is no need for extra space in the carrying case.

The filter holder sizes available are:

3x3, 3x4, 4x4, 4x5.65 and 4x6

The matte box weighs 700gr. (24.5 oz) only and it

is the only 4x4 matte box that features bottom flag

for extra protection when filming over water or

other  reflecting surfaces.

The back clamp opening is 142mm which is the

largest for this class of matte box.

The lens adapter rings are two types:

Hard for “Clamp-on” systems and

Soft with rubber membrane for

systems on a support rods.

Matte box support adapters

for 15 and 19mm rods.



Petroff Follow Focus

Standard

Reversible

Follow focus gears

Lens gears

Petroff follow focus comes in two modifications - standard and reversible.

It features snap-on base for fast clamping onto any type of rods and

it can be operated on either side of the lens.

For use with standard lenses.

Does not have the option of reversing

the rotational direction.

Available in a wide variety of sizes to fit any lens .

For lenses that don’t have geared focusing barrel.

For use with studio supporting

systems having 19x104 or

15x100mm rods.

More sophisticated version made with

It has  the option of reversing  the rotational

direction for use with some Nikon, Tamron and

Tokina lenses whose focus barrels turn the opposite

direction of traditional cinematography lenses.

helical bevel gears

for smooth, no-play movement.

Follow focus studio base



Reversible Follow Focus Instructions

How to reverse the direction of rotation

Pull the gear out and release the side read lever

Rotate the head of the follow focus by 180 degrees

until it clicks into position

Tighten the side read lever and install the gear

Now the gear rotates in the opposite direction

Direction of rotation




